A multi-timescale hybrid model is proposed to study microscopically the degraded performance of electronic devices, covering three individual stages of radiation effects studies, including ultrafast displacement cascade, intermediate defect stabilization and cluster formation, as well as slow defect reaction and migration. Realistic interatomic potentials are employed in molecular-dynamics calculations for the first two stages up to 100 ns as well as for the system composed of layers with thickness of hundreds times of lattice constant. These quasi-steady-state results for individual layers are input into a rate-diffusion theory as initial conditions to calculate the steady-state distribution of point defects in a mesoscopic-scale layered-structure system, including planar biased dislocation loops and spherical neutral voids, on a much longer time scale. Assisted by the density-functional theory for specifying electronic properties of point defects, the resulting spatial distributions of these defects and clusters are taken into account in studying the degradation of electronic and optoelectronic devices, e.g., carrier momentum-relaxation time, defect-mediated non-radiative recombination, defected-assisted tunneling of electrons and defect or charged-defect Raman scattering as well. Such theoretical studies are expected to be crucial in fully understanding the physical mechanism for identifying defect species, performance degradations in field-effect transistors, photodetectors, light-emitting diodes and solar cells, and in the development of effective mitigation methods during their microscopic structure design stages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Point defects (vacancies and interstitial atoms) are produced by the displacements of atoms from their lattice sites, [1, 2] where the atom displacements are mainly induced by a primary knockout atom (PKA) on a time scale shorter than 50 ps. This initial phase is followed subsequently by a defect reaction (clustering or dissolution of clusters), [3] and further by the thermally-activated migration [4] of the point defects and defect clusters in a time scale longer than 100 ns. The combination of all these processes, resulting in a significant concentration of surviving defects in the crystal, is physically termed particle irradiation displacement damage (in addition to the well know γ-ray electron ionization cascade damage). Such radiation displacement damage effects depend not only on the energy-dependent flux of the incident particles (protons, neutrons, ions, etc.) but also on the differential energy transfer cross sections (probabilities) for collision between atoms, interatomic coulomb interactions and kinetic-energy loss to electrons inside an atom. Irradiation temperature also significantly affects the motion of defects, their stability as clusters and the formation of Frenkel pairs. [5] On the other hand, electron devices are usually classified either as electronic ones, where electrons respond to an applied voltage as a current flow, or optoelectronic ones, in which electrons perform interband/intraband optical transitions in the presence of an incident light signal. [6] For an electronic device (e.g., field-effect transistors in an integrated circuit), the momentum-relaxation time of electrons, due to scattering by randomly-distributed defects, plays a crucial role in determining the electron mobility, [7] while the photo-excited electron lifetime, due to non-radiative recombination with defects, is proven to be a key factor affecting the sensitivity or the performance of optoelectronic devices (e.g., photodetectors and light-emitting diodes). [8] In a perfect crystal, the continuous free-electron states are quantized into many Bloch bands separated by energy gaps, and these Bloch electrons move freely inside the crystal with an effective mass different from that of the free electrons. [9] In the presence of defects, however, the field-driven current flow of Bloch electrons in a perfect crystal will be scattered locally by these defects, leading to a reduced electron mobility. In addition, photo-excited Bloch electrons could acquire a shortened lifetime, giving rise to a degraded quantum efficiency due to enhanced non-radiative recombination with defects. The dangling bonds attached to the point defects may capture extra electrons to form charged defects. In this case, the positively-charged holes in the system will be trapped to produce a strong spacecharge field, while the negatively-charged electrons may generate the so-called 1/f −current noise in their chaotic motion due to the presence of many potential minima and maxima from randomly-distributed charged defects.
Point defects in crystals, as shown in Fig. 1 , can be generated by particle irradiation in both bulk and nano-crystals composed of many grains with different sizes. [10] One of the effective calculation methods for studying the non-thermal spatial-temporal distributions of radiation-induced point defects is the molecular-dynamics (MD) model based on a stepped time-evolution approach (also termed the collisional and thermal spike stages), which involves the total force by summing over the interatomic potentials from all the atoms in a finite system. [11] The lattice vibration at finite temperatures can be taken into account by an initial thermal-equilibrium state for atoms (intrinsic vacancies and interstitials) in the system plus an initial velocity for one of the atoms in a specific direction. The system size increases quadratically with the initial kinetic energy of particles and the time scale runs up to several hundred picoseconds (called the quenching stage). Therefore, the defect reaction process by thermal migration cannot be included in this MD model due to its much longer time scale, although the other processes, such as displacement of lattice atoms, energy dissipation, spontaneous recombination and clustering, can be fully taken into account. If the system time evolution goes beyond 100 ps, the kinetic lattice Monte-Carlo method can also be used. [12] However, if the time scale exceeds several hundreds of nanoseconds (also called the annealing stage), the rate theory [13, 14] has to be called in for studying the steady-state properties of the surviving defects (up to hours or days or even months).
We know that the MD model with a realistic interatomic potential has been developed for studying the non-thermal spatial-temporal distributions of radiation-induced point defects in noble transition metals and alloys, and the density-functional theory has been widely used for calculating electronic properties of defects with pre-assumed specific defect configurations.
On the other hand, a quantum-mechanical model has been well established for investigating defect effects on semiconductor electronic devices in the presence of spatially-uniform and randomly distributed point defects. However, to the best of our knowledge, no first-principle model and theory has been proposed so far to study microscopically the degraded perfor-mance of electronic devices induced by particle irradiation displacement damage. Therefore, the theory presented in this paper is expected to be very important in understanding the full mechanism for characterizing defects, performance degradations in transistors, photodetectors, light-emitting diodes and solar cells, as well as in developing effective mitigation in early design stages. Equipped with our current multi-timescale microscopic theory, at one end of the problem, the experimental characterization of post-irradiated space-based devices allows us to correctly extract useful information about particle irradiation sources. From the other end of the problem, this also lets us predict reliably the accumulated performance degradation of devices with time based on space-weather forecast after a satellite has passed through the radiation belts many times.
Some of the equations presented below will be well-known to researchers in materials science field, however, researchers in device physics field may not be aware of them. With this paper, we hope to bridge the gap between researchers studying radiation-induced damage in materials and researchers studying radiation-induced performance degradation in devices.
This should allow the formalism developed for the investigation of radiation-induced structural defects in nuclear reactor materials [1] to be extended to the investigation of device performance degradation effects induced by particle radiation found in space-based systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present our atomic-scale MD model to cover both the ultrafast defect generation and intermediate defect stabilization stages, as well as the mesoscopic-scale rate theory for defect migration and interaction processes. In Sec. III, master equations for both planar dislocation-loop and spherical void growth are introduced for studying surface and bulk sink dynamics, respectively. In Sec.
IV, master equations are presented for exploring the steady-state spatial distribution of defects in layered structure materials. In addition, a density-functional theory is introduced for specifying electronic properties of point defects, and four device physics models are employed for characterizing and understanding defect-assisted resonant tunneling, reduced carrier mobility, non-radiative recombination with defects and inelastic light scattering by charged defects. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in Sec. V.
II. MODEL AND THEORY
A. Atomic-Scale Modeling for Ultrafast Defect Generation (displacement cascade: t < 100 ps)
A schematic of a displacement-cascade event by proton irradiation is shown in Fig. 2 .
For the neutron-nucleus elastic collision, this process can be simply regarded as colliding hard spheres as an approximation due to their charge neutrality. The more complicated inelastic collision of neutrons with a nucleus, however, could involve generating an additional neutron [(n, 2n)-process] or photon emission [(n, γ)-process], which are both important to the displacements of atoms. For the proton-nucleus elastic collision, on the other hand, the extra interaction (potential function) between the electron cloud and the proton should be considered.
Commonly, the end product of the particle or neutron collision results in the PKA with an excess kinetic energy, and the subsequent atom-atom interaction represents the most fundamental physical mechanism of the radiation displacement damage. [15, 16] Since the radiation damage events are random in nature, a large number of damage events are required to obtain good statistics by choosing different directions and locations for PKA. On the other hand, the dynamics in the damage procedure can be accurately described by employing a realistic interatomic potential (MD model). For incident charged particles, the detailed form of the interatomic potential depends on the closest separation between two collision partners, which itself is determined by the kinetic energy of the incident particles (e.g., heavy-slow ions and relativistic electrons).
The point defect generation as a result of displacement cascades is closely related to the PKA energy, which can be described statistically by an average transfer energy to the PKA. Such an average transfer energy can be calculated by using the energy-loss theory and measured by the so-called proton (electron) energy-loss spectroscopy as a function of various incident charged particle energies. The defects can also be identified experimentally by using positron annihilation. [17] With help from the computed energy loss of incident particles per unit length (called the loss function), the range of the particle before its full stop inside a crystal can be found. On the other hand, the MD method has been widely employed to simulate defect generation in a number of semiconductors, including Si, [18] SiC, [15] GaAs, [19] and GaN. [20] These simulations provide important insights into the mechanisms for defect generation in semiconductors and predict the number and type of defects, spatial distribution of defects and initial correlation among defect species produced by the incident radiation for subsequent device level models.
Basically, in MD simulations the time evolution of a set of interacting particles is tracked via the solution of Newton's equations of motion as shown below:
where the indices j = 1, 2, · · · , N label individual N particles in the system, r j (t) = [x j (t), y j (t), z j (t)] is the position vector of the jth particle and
force acting upon the jth particle at time t with interacting potential V jk between the jth and kth particle, and m j is the mass of the corresponding particle. In general, F j (t) will depend on both particle positions and velocities at time t. To integrate the above secondorder differential equations, the instantaneous forces acting on the particles and their initial positions and velocities need to be specified. Due to the many-body nature of the problem, the equations of motion have to be discretized and solved numerically. The MD trajectories are defined by both position vector r j (t) and velocity vector v j (t) = dr j (t) dt , and they describe the time evolution of the system in position-velocity phase space. Accordingly, the positions and velocities are propagated with a small time interval ∆t using numerical integrators. The numerical integration of Newton's equations of motion is to find an expression that defines positions r j (t + ∆t) at time t + ∆t in terms of the already known positions r j (t) at time t. Because of its simplicity and stability, the Verlet algorithm is commonly used in MD simulations. [21] However, other popular algorithms, such as leapfrog, Velocity
Verlet, Beeman's algorithms, [21, 22] predictor-corrector, [23] and symplectic integrators, [24] are also widely adopted. For non-PKA particles, their two initial conditions can be set as 
where the terms with i = j are excluded in the above summations, r ij = |r i − r j | and the first and second terms represent repulsive and attractive interactions, respectively. However, the second term in Eq. (2) is not a true pair potential since B ij is not a constant. In fact, it is the bond order for the bond joining the ith and jth atoms, and it is a decreasing function of a "coordination" G ij assigned to the bond. Therefore, we have B ij = B(G ij ) and G ij is in turn defined by
where f c (r) and g(θ) are suitable functions. The basic idea is that the i-j bond is weakened by the presence of other i-k and j-k bonds involving the intermediate atom at site k. The atom-displacement-generated point defects (vacancies and interstitial atoms) under particle irradiation will thermally diffuse in space, and interact and react with dynamical distributed bulk sinks, planar dislocation loops, [28] spherical voids and clusters (due to collision cascade) at the same time. [1] Generally, the kinetic energy of the incident particles (or equivalently, the recoil energy of the struck atom) determines the specie and number of individual point defects during the initial phase (in addition to the rate of defect generation), while the flux of the the incident particles decides the defect density and the nature of pointdefect diffusion, [29] i.e., either in an independent way (for low-density non-interacting point defects) or in a direction-correlated way (for high-density interacting point defects). [30] The macroscopic property changes of the irradiated system are related to the particle energy-flux per unit time by the so-called damage function which is extracted by experimental measurements. However, the damage function is found to depend on the initial approximation in a sensitive way. Therefore, we are not able to treat physically the radiation displacement damage effects as a black box through a fitting procedure. Instead, we should understand the full dynamics of these defects on all the time scales after they have been produced. The spatial distribution of the mobile Frenkel pairs (i.e., vacancy-interstitial pairs) that are created is crucial in determining the number that survive annihilation or immobilization by clustering due to damage cascade.
The statistically-averaged spatial distribution of point defects that are generated can be calculated based on the defect formation and recombination rates, as well as the follow-up processes for defect diffusion, interactions and reactions. [4] If the degree of atom displacements is limited due to high incident particle kinetic energies and low number intensities, we generally seek the radiation degradation effects on electronic and optoelectronic devices rather than looking at radiation damage effects on the material level when there is a significant level of atom displacements under intense low-energy particle irradiation. [7] This radiation degradation depends not only on the particle radiation source and material, but also on the device structure and functionality. The analytical theory below can only provide a qualitative understanding of the collision and thermally-activated diffusion processes, while the MD calculation based on a realistic interatomic potential is able to provide a quantitative conclusion for comparison with experimental data.
Point-Defect Generation Rate
The spatially-temporally-dependent damage rate per unit volume for the displacement atoms in a crystal can be calculated from [1]
where n at is the crystal atom volume density, I ext (t|ε i ) represents the external dynamical energy-dependent particle intensity per unit energy, σ D (r|ε i ) stands for both the positionand energy-dependent displacement cross section, and E min (E max ) corresponds to the minimum (maximum) kinetic energy in the energy distribution of incident particles.
Since the displacement cross section σ D (r|ε i ) in Eq. (4) physically describes the probability for the displacement of struck lattice atoms by incident particles, we can directly write down
where σ C (r|ε i , ε R ) is the differential energy transfer cross section by collision, which measures the probability that an incident particle with kinetic energy ε i will transfer a recoil energy ε R to a struck lattice atom, N D (r|ε R ) represents the average number of displaced atoms due to collision, and ε 1 (ε 2 ) labels the minimum (maximum) recoil energy acquired by the struck lattice atom.
Although N D (r|ε R ) can be directly determined by MD simulation, the simplest approximation to estimate the displaced atoms is the Kinchin-Pease model (for a solid composed of randomly arranged atoms by ignoring focusing and channeling effects). We can simply
, for 2E th (r) < ε R < E c (r)
where E th (r) is the displacement threshold energy which depends on the chemical-bond strength of the specific struck atom, and E c (r) represents the cut-off energy due to energy loss by electron stopping (i.e., excitation or ionization of internal electrons) which is generally related to the electronic states of the individual struck atom. In principle, the displacement threshold energy E th (r) can be calculated by using the atomic-scale theory for given interatomic potential, crystal direction and crystal structure.
In addition, the magnitude of the differential energy transfer cross section σ C (r|ε i , ε R ) introduced in Eq. (5), which can be regarded as the crystal response to the external particle collision with lattice atoms, depends on the detailed collision mechanism and the form of the scattering potential as well. Here, as a simple example, we first give the expression of the differential energy transfer cross section for the elastic scattering. For the well-known Rutherford elastic scattering model based on an unscreened Coulomb potential U R (ρ) = Z 1 Z 2 e/ǫ 0 ρ for protons with ρ being the radius in the local frame centered on the lattice atom, we get
where
] is the mass of the incident particle (surface atoms or different lattice atoms), b 0 (r) = Z 1 Z 2 (r) e 2 /η(r)ǫ 0 ε i with Z 1 and Z 2 (r) being the nuclear charge numbers for particles and different lattice atoms, and
If the kinetic energy of incident particles is very high, the Rutherford scattering model becomes no longer applicable. In this case, we have to consider hard-sphere type collision for neutrons, which leads to
where a Born-Mayer potential
On the other hand, for the nucleus scattering with heavy-slow ions represented by a power-law interacting potential
is the screening length with a 0 being the Bohr radius and
Especially, for the incidence of relativistic light electrons, we have 
where β 0 = v/c with v being the velocity of incident electrons,
, m 0 is the free-electron mass and α 0 (r) = Z 2 (r)/137. Moreover, we have the relation
2 ≤ 1 for the relativistic-particle velocity and kinetic energy.
For isotropic inelastic scattering with an energy loss Q 0 , on the other hand, we have the differential energy transfer cross section
where A(r) = M(r)/m, and σ is (r|ε i , Q 0 ) represents the isotropic differential energy transfer cross section for the resolved resonance in the center-of-mass frame.
In addition, the incident-particle kinetic energy is no longer a constant if the particles are charged, e.g., protons and ions. In this case, we have ε i → ε i (z) = √ ε 0 − κz/2 2 with ε 0 being the incident-particle energy at the left boundary z = 0, where a layered structure in the z-direction is assumed. As a result, we find that electronic stopping will dominate at short distance, while the elastic collisions will dominate near the end of the range.
As an example, by using σ C (r|ε i , ε R ) from Eq. (7) and N D (r|ε R ) from Eq. (6), the displacement cross section from Eq. (5) becomes
. Furthermore, by using the result in Eq. (12), the displacement damage rate per unit volume from Eq. (4) is
whereσ s (r) andε i (r) are the average values with respect to the incident particle intensity per unit energy I ext (t|ε i ) in the energy range of E th (r)/γ ≤ ε i ≤ ∞, F ext (r, t) is the integrated external particle intensity for the same energy range and the term in the bracket is the number of Frenkel pairs produced per incident particle.
Point-Defect Diffusion Coefficient
Even in the absence of particle irradiation, there still exist some thermally-activated vacancies at room temperature in a crystal. In this case, the Helmholtz free-energy function in thermodynamics can be applied by assuming the volume of the crystal is a constant. In the presence of crystal defects, both the entropy S and the enthalpy H p of a perfect crystal will be changed. A straightforward calculation gives the thermal-equilibrium numbers of vacancies C eq v and interstitials C eq i as follows:
where T is the temperature, E v is the vacancy formation energy, which is smaller than the interstitial formation energy E i , and S v (S i ) is the change in entropy due to vibrational
Diffusion of defects is driven by forces other than the concentration gradient of defects, such as stress or strain, electric fields, temperature, etc. The second Fick's law [1] directly gives rise to the following diffusion equation on the macroscopic scale
for vacancy and interstitial atoms, respectively, and c v,i (r, t) = C v,i (r, t)/V is the defect concentrations with V being the volume of the system considered.
In addition, by assuming a microscopic random walk for the diffusion process, we get the Einstein formula
where the temperature-independent part, D 0 (r), is proportional to the Debye frequency (∼ 10 THz) and is independent of defect concentration, E ac (r) is the activation energy for thermal diffusion, λ d (r) is the diffusion length and Γ(r) is the defect jump rate.
For tracer-atom diffusion, the random-walk model can not be used. Instead, the diffusion process becomes correlated, described by the Haven coefficient [1] f (r), and we get
, where f (r) < 1 depends on the crystal structure and the diffusion mechanism.
The lattice-atom correlated diffusion coefficients D v,i a (r, t) by means of vacancy and interstitial are given by
which depend on the defect concentrations in this case, implying a nonlinear diffusion equation.
C. Mesoscopic-Scale Rate Theory for Slow Defect Migration and Interaction (defect reaction and migration: t > 10 ns)
The formation, growth and dissolution of defect clusters such as voids, dislocation loops, etc., depend on the diffusion of point defects and their reaction with these defect clusters. [1] At the same time, they also depend on the concentration of point defects in the crystal. Since particle irradiation greatly raises the defect concentration above its thermal-equilibrium value, the diffusion coefficient can be enhanced. It can also be enhanced by the creation of new defect species.
Point-Defect Diffusion Equation
By introducing the local coupling rates R(r, t), Γ is (r, t) and Γ vs (r, t) for vacancyinterstitial recombination, interstitial-sink and vacancy-sink reaction rates, we can write down the following two nonlinear rate-based diffusion equations for binary crystals
where we have neglected correlated diffusions and defect-defect interactions. Moreover, J v (r, t|c v ) and J i (r, t|c i ) in Eqs. (18) and (19) are the particle currents for vacancies and interstitials, and the master equation for determining the local sink concentration c s (r, t)
will be given later.
For simplicity, we consider a homogeneous system with volume V in the absence of vacancy and interstitial currents and assume all the rates are independent of time. We further neglect the small thermal-equilibrium vacancy concentration and write the defect generation rate as G 0 = G 0 V. For this model system, we find that the evolution of C v (t) and C i (t) depends on the temperature and C s and can be characterized in several regimes separated by different time scales τ , including initial buildup without reaction, dominant vacancyinterstitial mutual recombination, and final vacancy and interstitial annihilation by sinks.
As an example, we consider the case with low temperatures (much less than half of the melting temperature) and low sink densities. In the initial buildup regime-I with 0 < t ≤ τ 1 ,
we have increasing
After this regime, we enter into the interstitial annihilation regime-III, where
with τ 3 = (Γ vs C s ) −1 . Finally, in the vacancy annihilation regime-IV with t > τ 3 (reaching a steady state), we arrive at constant C
Physically, it is easy to understand that the first two regimes correspond to the 'ultrafast' atomic-scale modeling, while the last two regimes are associated with the 'slow' mesoscopic-scale modeling. By finding C v and C i , we can calculate the radiation-enhanced 
. If η → 0, the defects are lost to sinks and none to recombination. If η ≫ 1, on the other hand, the mutual recombination dominates the loss of defects.
Recombination and Sink Annihilation Rates
In general, the reaction rate between species A and B can be expressed as Γ AB c A c B where c A and c B are the concentrations (particles/cm 3 ) and Γ AB (cm 3 /s) is the rate constant.
As an example, the recombination rate constant R(r, t) in Eqs. (18) and (19) for vacancies and interstitials takes the form of
where z iv (r) (an integer) is the bias factor, depending on the crystal structure and species, Ω(r) is the atomic volume, a 0 (r) is the lattice constant and D i (r, t) is the mobil interstitial diffusion coefficient.
In a similar way, the interstitial-sink Γ is (r, t) or the vacancy-sink Γ vs (r, t) annihilation rate constants in Eqs. (18) and (19) are given by
, where α corresponds to mobil defect species and κ αs (r, t) (cm −2 )
represents the sink strength given by
The sink strength measures the affinity of a sink for defects, which is independent of defect properties, and κ −1 αs (r, t) corresponds to the mean distance for a traveling defect in the crystal before it is trapped by sinks.
Point-Defect Interaction Rates
In the absence of the macroscopic-scale gradient of defect concentration, the reaction between defects and sinks is reaction-rate-controlled. According to Eq. (20) , the defect-void interaction can be described by the rate constants Γ {i,v}V (r, t) given by
where Similarly, for the defect-dislocation interaction, we have the rate constants Γ {i,v}d (r, t) (in units of cm 2 /s) given by
where we replace Ω in Eq. (20) by an atomic area (∼ a
Reactions driven by defect concentration gradients are diffusion limited instead of reaction-rate limited as discussed above. In this case, we have to solve the diffusion term
with the generation term G 0 (r, t) for spherical (voids) or cylindrical (dislocation lines) coordinates.
For the defect-void interaction, we get Γ {i,v}V (r, t) =
For the defect-dislocation line interaction, on the other hand, we have Γ {i,v}d (r, t) = 2πD i,v (r, t)/ ln[R 0 /R {i,v}d (r, t)] and κ 2 {i,v}d (r, t) = 2πρ d (r, t)/ ln[R 0 /R {i,v}d (r, t)], where R 0 is the absorption radius of a sink, R id (r, t) and R vd (r, t) are the sink capture radii for interstitials and vacancies, respectively, with R id ≫ R vd .
In the presence of grain boundaries, we obtain the grain-boundary sink strength
where R gb (r) is the radius of a spherical grain, c gb (r) is the grain concentration and κ i,v (r, t)
is the sink strength for the grain interior for interstitlals or vacancies due to dislocations and voids. Moreover, its rate constant is Γ {i,v}gb (r, t) = κ 2 {i,v}gb (r, t)D i,v (r, t)/c gb (r).
Radiation-Induced Segregation
For a binary A-B alloy (or donor and acceptor randomly-doped semiconductors), in the absence of sinks, the diffusion equations for vacancies, interstitials and atoms A and B are
where d {A,B}{i,v} (r) = λ By requiring J A = J B = 0 and J i = J v for steady state and neglecting G 0 (r, t) and R(r, t) in Eqs. (26)- (28), we get
where N A,B = c A,B Ω and the direction of ∇c A can be either parallel or anti-parallel to ∇c v .
Additionally, the undersized (oversized) solutes bounded to interstitials will be concentrated (depleted) around sinks to create a concentration gradient after their redistribution.
On the other hand, the oversized or undersized solutes with respect to the lattice atoms can act as traps for vacancies and interstitials, including release of defects from traps, recombination with trapped defects, trapping of free point defects and loss to internal sinks. This is further supplemented by three rate equations for trap and trapped defect concentrations.
III. SINKS DYNAMICS
The growth of dislocation loops and spherical voids is determined by solving the pointdefect balance equations without diffusion terms. Since the defect concentration is still changing with time due to the time-dependent radiation source (or defect production rate), only quasi-steady state can be defined for short periods of time. Physically, the quasi-steady state is related to the fact that the change in sink strength due to microstructure evolution is slow compared to the response time of the defect population.
A. Crystal Elasticity
For a given displacement vector u(r) = [u 1 (r), u 2 (r), u 3 (r)], the symmetric strain tensor
where r = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is the position vector in space. The elastic force F(r) = [F 1 (r), F 2 (r), F 3 (r)] per unit volume is given by
where the stress tensor σ = [σ ij (r)] is related to the strain tensor ǫ = [ǫ ij (r)] by Hooke's law.
B. Planar Biased Dislocation-Loop Growth
By defining the dislocation line direction s and the Burgers vector
or skew (b s) dislocations, the Peach-Koehler equation [1] gives us the force f per length as
where σ is the stress tensor. The force f along the b direction is the glide force, while The nucleation of loops is a clustering process that results in a critical size embryo for further growing. As an example, by denoting the number of clusters consisting of j vacancies as ρ v (j), the master equations for ρ v (j) are
where β vn and β in are the capture rates of migrating vacancy (v) or interstitila (i) clusters of size n by a cluster of size j, and α vn (j) is the emission rate for the new vacancy cluster of size n by a cluster of size j. In Eq. (33), the first term is the direct production of a cluster of size j, while the second term is the loss of clusters from size j due to absorption of a cluster of size n. The third term is the loss of a cluster of size j due to emission of a cluster of size n. The fourth and fifth terms in Eq. (33) are the addition of clusters to the cluster of size j due to absorption of vacancy clusters by a smaller cluster and absorption of interstitial clusters by a larger cluster, and the last term is the addition of clusters to the cluster of size j due to loss of vacancy clusters by a larger cluster.
Since the dominant contribution for cluster reactions is with point defects (i.e., cluster of size j = 1), for both vacancies and interstitials, Eq. (33) with j ≥ 2 can be simplified to
If the cluster size index j can be treated as a continuous variable ξ, Eq. (34) reduces to a
Fokker-Planck equation as [31] ∂ρ(ξ; t) ∂t
where the second term in the equation represents the drift in size space to larger vacancy clusters, and the last term is the diffusion in size space to a broader cluster size distribution. Additionally, we have defined two coefficients in Eq. (35), i.e., F (ξ;
, which determines the direction of the drift, and
According to Eq. (34), for the dislocation loop growth, we find the evolution of the number density ρ il (j, t) for the interstitial loop of size j satisfies
r(j) and z c are the radius and bias factor of an interstitial loop of size j, and E b (j) is the binding energy for a cluster of j defects.
The saturation of the dislocation density ρ d (t) in quasi-steady state was found experimentally to be due to a recovery process at high temperatures, [1] given by
where B and A are constants. This gives the steady-state solution ρ s d = B/A, and the time-dependent solution is found to be
where ρ 0 d is the initial value and x(t) = A √ ρ s d t.
C. Spherical Neutral Void Growth
Not all the defects generated by radiation-induced atom displacement are point defects.
Some of the defects form clusters, and the vacancy clusters, which are usually not stable and immobile, may further grow to form voids. For a small number of vacancies, the spherical void is favorable, while for a large number of vacancies, the planar loop is a more stable configuration.
The dynamics for void growth is very similar to that for dislocation-loop growth. The net absorption rate of vacancies by a spherical void is the difference of absorption rates of vacancies and interstitials, i.e., A
Therefore, the equation for the growth of a spherical void of radius R V (t) (or volume) in quasi-steady state
where C v (R V ) is the vacancy concentration at the void surface.
From the balance equation, we get the concentrations of point vacancies and interstitials as follows:
where dR 0 (t)/dt is proportional to (z i − z v ) G 0 and independent of temperature, while the second negative term represents the thermal emission of defects from sinks and strongly depends on temperature (proportional to D v C eq v ). The thermal emission of defects from sinks can be calculated as
where σ is the hydrostatic stress, P is the gas pressure in the void, and γ represents the surface tension. In the absence of surface tension and gas pressure, we have dR th (t)/dt > 0, indicating a shrinkage of the void in Eq. (43).
At low temperatures, both D v and C eq v are small. This leads to large η and decreased dR V (t)/dt, so that vacancy concentration is built up and vacancies and interstitials are lost to recombination. At high temperatures, on the other hand, the thermal emission of vacancies becomes dominant and compensates the void growth. As a result, we generally expect a maximized dR V (t)/dt at intermediate temperature. The maximum value reduces with increasing G 0 and the corresponding peak temperature shifts up with G 0 . For a constant radiation dose, the temperature shift ∆T is determined by
where E v m is the migration energy in the vacancy diffusion coefficient
Neglecting the thermal emission in Eq. (43), we get from Eq. (41)
where the sign of the bias of dislocation (z 
IV. RADIATION DEGRADATION OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Let us consider a commonly used layered-structure material, [32] as shown in Fig. 3 .
Each material layer is characterized by the radiation parameters G j , R j , D j and Γ j with j = 1, 2, 3, 4 for generation and recombination rates, diffusion coefficient and bulk-sink annihilation, which will be employed to model from an ultrafast atomic-scale up to 100 ns.
The calculated non-steady state defect distribution in each layer will be used for initial conditions in a slow mesoscopic-scale diffusion and annihilation model in order to calculate the steady-state spatial distribution of defects in the whole layered structure. In modeling the mesoscopic-scale, the interface-sink strengths κ 2 i with i = 1, 2, 3 will also be considered. Once the steady-state distribution of point defects, denoted as ρ d (z), is obtained for the whole layered structure, they will be fed into the follow-up calculations for radiation degradation in electronic devices, as described below.
The band structure of a crystal largely determines the properties of electrons, [6] such as effective mass, bandgap energy, density of states, plasma frequency and absorption coefficient. These electron properties are a result of unique crystal potential from all lattice atoms, instead of properties of an individual lattice atom. On the other hand, the radiationinduced displacements of lattice atoms are determined not only by the intrinsic properties, such as mass of the atoms, but also by the extrinsic conditions, [1] such as kinetic energy of incident particles and lattice temperature.
A. Steady-State Defect Distributions
For the reaction rate control system shown in Fig. 3 , by generalizing Eqs. (18) and (19), we write down the diffusion equations for point vacancies and interstitials as
where the integer j is the layer index, z j−1 and z j represent the left and right interface positions of the jth layer, respectively. In Eqs. (47) and (48), we used the facts that 
where f j i,v < 1 is the diffusion correlation factor, η j is the structural factor relating to the jump distance and number of nearest neighbors, ν j is the jump frequency on the order of the Debye frequency, ∆S (47) and (48) is determined from the following void growth equation:
where c j v (t|R V ) is the vacancy concentration at the void surface and is given by
γ j is the surface tension of the void, σ j is the hydrostatic stress applied to the void and c 0 v (j) is the thermal-equilibrium vacancy concentration, given by
∆S j f is the change of entropy for the formation of point vacancy, and E j f is the point vacancy formation energy.
By suing a continuous variable, the void concentration c j V (z, t|n) (with n ≥ 2) introduced in Eqs. (47) and (48) can be obtained by solving the Fokker-Planck equation in the size space below (with ξ = n):
where (47) and (48) can be found from (with n ≥ 4)
where G 0 (z j , t|n) is the production rate per density for the interstitial dislocation loop of length n, the absorption (β i,v ) and emission (α i,v ) rates in Eq. (54) are defined by
ℓ j (n) and z j c (n) are the radius and bias factor of an interstitial loop of size n, and E j b (n) is the binding energy for a cluster of n interstitial atoms.
The initial condition for the diffusion equations will be given by the corresponding calculated results from the atomic-scale model for individual layers. The point defect diffusion occurs mainly around interfaces between two adjacent layers or across the interfaces. The boundary conditions with continuous concentrations of point defects, as well as the jump in their derivatives determined by the dislocation sinks, will be applied at each interface.
In addition, the constraints for the zero concentration of point defects as well as the zero derivative of the concentration with respect to z at the two surfaces of the system will also be enforced in our numerical computations.
B. Point-Defect Electronic States
To study the defect degradation effect on devices, we need to know not only the concentration and spatial distribution ρ d (r) of the irradiation-induced defects but also their electronic properties, such as energy level E j , wave function ψ j (r), and local density of states D d (r, E).
Although the semi-classical MD calculation and the reaction-rate theory allow us to obtain the concentration and spatial distribution of defects, we still require density-functional theory [33, 34] (DFT) for calculating defect configurations, energy levels, density of states and charge trapping by point defects in crystals.
The main idea of DFT is to reformulate the energy of an atomic system as a functional of the ground state electron density function ρ 0 (r) instead of individual electron wave functions.
The proof of existence of such a functional relies on a one-to-one correspondence between the external potential V ext ({R ℓ }, {r m }) and ρ 0 (r), where {R ℓ } and {r m } label all the lattice atoms and electrons, respectively. The mapping of V ext ({R ℓ }, {r m }) onto ρ 0 (r) is obvious.
Any HamiltonianĤ with a given external potential V ext ({R ℓ }, {r m }) has a ground state solution with an N-electron wave function ϕ 0 ({r m }), which can be uniquely associated with the electron density function ρ 0 (r) using
Due to the resulting one-to-one correspondence between V ext ({R ℓ }, {r m }) and ρ 0 (r), the energy E i of the atomic system can be expressed as a functional of the electron density ρ 0 (r). The many-electron wave function of ϕ(r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r N ) depends on the 'combination' of all spatial electron coordinates. Unfortunately, such an approach would by far exceed any computational capabilities. However, this problem can be overcome by using the KohnSham (KS) ansatz, [35] in which the fully-interacting system is replaced by a non-interacting one. This approach corresponds to a mean-field approach, where the many-electron wave function is decomposed into a product of N single-electron orbitals φ i (r) (i.e., Slater determinant). This simplification leads to a neglect of an energy contribution termed 'correlations'.
As a correction, the functional E xc [ρ(r)] must be introduced as an additional term in the Hamiltonian. Applying the variation principle to the modified Hamiltonian yields a singleparticle-like Schrödinger equation, also referred to as Kohn-Sham equation in DFT. This equation includes an effective potential V eff (r), which is produced by the Coulomb forces of all other electrons and nuclei and incorporates the exchange and correlation interactions,
i.e.,
where V ee (r) describes the electron-electron interaction (the classical Coulomb interaction) that is defined by
and V xc [ρ(r)] is the functional derivative of the exchange correlation energy with respect to the electron density function
The total energy of the atomic system can be arranged as
where T k [ρ] represents the kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons. The exchangecorrelation functional in Eq. (61) can be written as
where V el [ρ] is non-local electron-electron interaction beyond the classical one in Eq. (60) . Therefore, the correct description of the exchange-correlation functional takes a crucial role in DFT. The local-density approximation has already achieved satisfactory results for systems with a slowly varying electron density function, such as metals. [36] However, it has a tendency termed over-binding, which overestimate binding energies and thus for instance predicts too strong hydrogen bonds with too short bonds lengths. The generalized gradient approximation is a systematic expansion, which gives good results in most cases, and corrects the issue of over-binding. [36] Recently, hybrid functionals [37] have emerged, which achieve an improved accuracy, especially for semiconductors with a bandgap. [38] Defect levels for charge capture or emission are calculated by means of the formation [39] which are defined for a certain charge state q and a certain atomic configuration X q ′ of the defect as
Here, E tot [bulk] stands for the total energy of a super-cell containing pure bulk material while E tot [X q ′ ] represents the super-cell containing a defect. The third term corrects for the different numbers of atoms in both super-cells. The integer n j stands for the number of added (n j > 0) or removed (n j < 0) atoms which are required to create the defect from a perfect bulk structure, and ξ j denotes the corresponding energy in an atomic reservoir, which must be specified for each individual case. The fourth term accounts for the charge state q of the defect, in which µ is defined as the electron chemical potential referenced with respect to the valence band edge ε ν in a bulk-like region, and ∆V corrects the shift in the reference level between two differently charged super-cells and is obtained from the difference in the electrostatic potential far distant from the defect. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, charge neutrality must be maintained within a super-cell. Therefore, a homogeneous compensating background charge must be introduced in calculations of charged defects. This artificial Coulomb interaction is corrected by the last term E corr .
C. Defect-Assisted Resonant Tunneling
At low temperatures, the defect-assisted tunneling through thermal emission can be neglected. [40] Therefore, the whole elastic tunneling process can be divided into two subsequent ones, i.e., tunnel capture and tunnel emission, as shown in Fig. 4 . Although the in-plane momentum of electrons is not conserved during the tunneling process, the kinetic energy of electrons is conserved. For a neutral point defect, let us assume that it sits at an
between the left (L) and right (R) electrodes with energy levels 0 < E d (z 0 ) < ∆E c , where ∆E c is the conduction band offset for the middle barrier layer. A bias field E b is applied across the layer, leading to a
By assuming a large voltage drop, we need to consider only the forward current from left to right but not the backward current from right to left. In this picture, the left-going (capture) tunneling current density J L (V b , T ) can be formally written as [41] In Eq. (65), the occupation factor F L (E k ) is defined as
where 
is the Fermi distribution function in the left electrode with chemical potential µ 0 . In addition, by employing the WKB approximation for the electron wave function Ψ k (r),
where A k is an unknown coefficient to be determined by the continuity of the wave function at the boundaries, S is the cross-sectional area,
In a similar way, we can also calculate the right-going (escape) tunneling current density 
L,R )Z f . In addition, the tunnel-capture rate (probability) P c (z 0 ) of an electron by a point defect in Eq. (70) is defined as
and the tunnel-emission rate (probability) P em (z 0 ) of an electron captured by a stronglylocalized point defect is given by
For photodetectors, the defect-assisted resonant tunneling greatly increases the dark current in the absence of incident light, which generates excess noise and reduces the detectivity of the photodetector. [43] D. Reduced Carrier Mobility
When point defects are charged with a charge number |Z * | ≥ 1, they can scatter conduction electrons through their coulomb potential In this case, the interaction matrix Ψ 1k |U c |Ψ 1k ′ is calculated as [44] Ψ 1k |U c |Ψ 1k
where the two-dimensional Fourier transform of U c (r − r i ) is denoted as U c (q , z − z i ) and
given by
ǫ r is the dielectric constant of the quantum-well host material. Moreover, q s in Eq. (74) is the inverse Thomas-Fermi screening length for quantum-well electrons, given by [45] 
where T is the electron temperature and µ 0 is the chemical potential of electrons in the quantum well.
Since the positions of point defects are random, by introducing a continuous linear density distribution ρ 1d (z 0 ) = Sρ d (z 0 ) for point defects, the interaction matrix from Eq. (73) becomes
where L W is the width of quantum well. Once the scattering matrix elements in Eq. (77) are computed, by using Fermi's golden rule, the momentum-relaxation time τ 0 can be obtained
where θ k k ′ represents the angle between the two in-plane scattering wave vectors k and k ′ . By using the momentum-relaxation time τ 0 in Eq. (78), the mobility µ e of electrons can be simply expressed as µ e = eτ 0 m * . The reduced mobility of conduction carriers by radiationinduced point defects will directly affect the speed of high-mobility field-effect transistors in an integrated circuit. [46] E. Non-Radiative Recombination with Defects After the electrons are photo-excited from valence band to conduction band in a semiconductor, some of these photo-electrons will be quickly captured by point defects through an inelastic scattering process, [41] as shown in Fig. 6 . By including the multi-phonon emission at room temperature [47, 48] , in this case the capture rate is calculated as [49, 50] 
where U {e,h}p (r) represent the potentials for the electron-phonon and hole-phonon coupling, 
V is the system volume, ǫ ∞ and ǫ s are the high-frequency and static dielectric constants of the host semiconductor, and the inverse Thomas-Fermi screening length Q e,h for bulk electrons and holes is given by
Here, 
R e,h (z 0 ) = 
The change in the non-radiative time by point defects in the system will reduce the quantum efficiency of photo-excited electrons in both light-emitting diodes and photodetectors. [52] F. Inelastic Light Scattering by Charged Defects
Let us choose the z direction perpendicular to the layered material. Light is incident on the layers in the xy-plane and scattered by charged point defects within the layers. We consider an incident light with photon energy ω i and wave vector k i scattered inelastically by bound electrons within point defects at r j = (r j , z j ) for j = 1, 2, · · ·. If the scatteredlight photon energy and wave vector are denoted by ω f and k f , respectively, the excitation energy and momentum transfer to charged point defects are given by ω = ω f − ω i and
We further assume that the ground and excited state (real) wave functions of defects are expressed as ψ In a standard way, the differential scattering cross section d 2 σ(q, ω) dωdΩ q for inelastic light scattering can be shown to be [53] 
where q = (q , q z ), e i and e f are the unit vectors for the polarizations of incident and
is the photon distribution function, T is the temperature, Ω q represents the solid angle in three-dimensional q-space, and ρ 1d (z 0 ) is the linear density of charged point defects.
In addition, the form factor A nn ′ (q , q z |z 0 ) introduced in Eq. (90) is calculated as
The interacting density-density correlation function Q nn ′ (q, ω|z 0 ) employed in Eq. (90) is
where ǫ 
where we assume that only the ground state of charged point defects is occupied with the thermal occupation factor n If there exist conduction electrons, in addition to bound electrons in charged point defects, with concentration n 0 , effective mass m * , and homogeneous broadening γ e in the host material containing generated point defects, the matrix elements of the dielectric function are found to be [54] ǫ nm (q, ω) = δ m,n 1 − Ω 2 p ω(ω + iγ e ) − 3v 
where v F = ( /m * ) (3π 2 n 0 ) 1/3 is the Fermi velocity of conduction electrons at zero temperature, Ω p = (n 0 e 2 /ǫ 0 ǫ b m * ) 1/2 is the plasma frequency, and ǫ b is the dielectric constant of the host material.
Furthermore, if the host material is a doped polar semiconductor, its optical phonon modes can couple to conduction electrons. In this case, the matrix elements of the dielectric function in Eq. (94) are modified to [55] ǫ nm (q, ω) → δ m,n 1 − ω(ω + iγ p ) − Ω 
where the static dielectric constant ǫ b in the expression for Ω p should be replaced with the optical-frequency one ǫ ∞ , Ω LO and Ω TO are the frequencies of the longitudinal and transverse optical phonon modes, and γ p represents the phonon homogeneous broadening.
The inelastic-light scattering technique can be used for identifying the charged pointdefect species and their electronic properties, [56] such as level separation between ground and excited states, broadening in the defect density of states, and optical polarization properties of point defects. If the incident coherent light is provided by a pulsed laser, the ultrafast dynamics of charged point defects can be directly measured and analyzed. [57] V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, for the first time, we have proposed a multi-timescale microscopic model for fully characterizing the performance degradation of electronic and optoelectronic devices.
In order to reach this goal, we have employed realistic interatomic potentials in a moleculardynamics simulation for both the ultrafast displacement cascade stage and the intermediate defect stabilization and cluster formation stage. This simulation was then combined with a rate-diffusion theory for the slow defect reaction and migration stage. Additionally, with assistance from a density-functional theory for identifying defect species and their electronic properties, the calculated steady-state spatial distributions of defects and clusters were used to study and understand the physical mechanisms for the that degrade of electronic and optoelectronic devices, including defect-assisted resonant tunneling, reduced carrier mobility, non-radiative recombination with defects and inelastic light scattering by charged defects.
In this paper, we have discussed several techniques for defect characterization. However, there are many other approaches for characterizing defect effects. These include electrical characterization techniques, such as deep-level transient spectroscopy and capacitancevoltage profiling, and optical characterization techniques, such as cathodoluminescence and reflectance modulation. Physical and chemical characterization techniques can also be applied, including electron energy loss spectroscopy, [58] secondary ion mass spectrometry [59] and chemical milling.
The presented molecular dynamics model presented in this paper can be combined with a space-weather forecast model [60] which predicts a spatial-temporal flux of particle velocity distribution. With this combination of theories, according to the predicted irradiation condition for particular satellite orbits, electronic and optoelectronic devices can be specifically designed for operation in space with radiation-hardening techniques (such as self-healing and mitigation), which ensure components and systems are resistant to damage or malfunctions caused by particle and other types of radiation. This will effectively extend the lifetime of satellite onboard electronic and optoelectronic devices and greatly reduce the cost for long-or short-term space exploration. In addition, by improving the physical model for scintillation detectors, the accuracy of space-weather measurements will be enhanced. 
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